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25 Tunings to Try

ere are 25 alternate tunings—some widely used, some one-off creations of a
particular artist—along with song and artist examples. Arrows underneath
tuning notes indicate strings that are altered from standard tuning and
whether they are tuned up or down. Next to the notes of each tuning, you'll

find the chord degree of the open strings. In dropped-D tuning, for example, if you con-
sider D as the root (R), the other strings are the fifth (A), the root again (D), the fourth
(G), sixth (B), and second (E) of a D chord, so the tuning is written as R 5 R 4 6 2. Keep in
mind that sometimes the artists raise the tuning (and the key) with a capo.

Many of the songs below have been transcribed in Acoustic Guitar magazine; for a com-
plete list with tunings and capo positions, searchable by song title, artist, and tuning, go
to www.acousticguitar.com. Songs that have appeared in an Acoustic Guitar CD Songbook,
which include complete transcriptions along with original performances on a compila-
tion CD, are noted with the songbook title in the right column (more details on these can
also be found at www.acousticguitar.com). Acoustic Guitar's book Alternate Tunings Guitar
Essentials includes a more extensive tuning list (60 tunings) along with instruction in var-
ious alternate tunings.

Other Web sites that offer valuable tuning information are www.JoniMitchell.com;
www.stropes.com, which includes a database of tunings used by Michael Hedges, Leo
Kottke, and others; users.plinet.com/-bquade/AlternateTuningl02.html, which contains
an ingenious, interactive, open-tunings chord guide; and www.harmony-central.com, from
which you can download a couple of different alternate-tuning software programs.

SONG ARTIST

Dropped D.

And So It Goes . . .
Beeswing
Black Waterside
Coryanna
Dust Bowl Children
Embryonic Journey
Fishing Blues
Green Green Rocky Road

Living in the Country
Look How Far
Muir Woods
Shotgun down the Avalanche
When You Give It Away
Wondering Where the Lions Are

Steve Tilston
Richard Thompson
Bert Jansch
Stephen Fearing
Peter Rowan
Jorma Kaukonen
Taj Mahal
Kate and Anna
McGarrigle
Pete Seeger
Bruce Cockburn
Andrew York
Shawn Colvin
Bruce Cockburn
Bruce Cockburn

ACOUSTIC GUITAR CD
SONGBOOK (See back page)

What Goes Around

Habits of the Heart

Fingerstyle Guitar Masterpieces

High on a Mountain

High on a Mountain
Shades of Blue

The Boxer Paul Simon (intro/lead guitar)










